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The New Data Management Model: Effective
Data Management for AI Systems
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As AI and data are critical to businesses, ensuring the data used in AI systems
is accurate is challenging.
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The research presents the Data Quality Funnel Model to improve business decision-

making and �exibility, by making data more accurate, reliable, and valuable data for AI

systems. This model talks about the critical role of machine learning and predictive

analytics. They can effectively enable business strategy and, thus, growth when companies

can control the quality of the data that goes into them.
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All companies have to deal with messy, fragmented data from different silos within their

organization.  However, prior studies indicate that most companies do not understand

the economic impacts of bad data. For example, 60% of companies in the US did not grasp

the effects of poor-quality data.  Inaccurate or incomplete information costs the US over

$3 trillion per year. Poor data quality also costs large organizations an average of $12.9

million annually.  Therefore, the business costs of bad data are systemic and substantial.

The Data Quality Funnel Model is a new data management model that can improve the

performance of machine learning and arti�cial intelligence (AI), so companies clean the

data they train and operationalize machine learning to help them run actions faster and

more informed. With machine learning, explainable AI, cloud computing, and robust data

governance, executives take these advanced technologies to bring them to decision-

making. Looking at the Data Quality Funnel, executives can see how technology innovation

and the company’s culture must join together. This funnel considers high-tech solutions to

solve a genuine business need to get high-quality data that drives business growth and

keeps companies ahead of others in the digital world. 
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The Potential Issues and Opportunities of
Data Quality
Data quality should always be the initial point of consideration before any machine

learning model implementation. Companies can implement data governance and

management policies to more effectively handle information. Companies can then

maintain data integrity while increasing output quality with such policies.

Effetive Data Management for AI Systems
Data Pre-processing or Cleansing: Data cleansing is the critical �rst step in creating

machine learning models. Data cleansing entails eliminating errors or inconsistencies

from data to make it reliable for analysis; normalizing brings it all into a standard format to

make comparison easier; integration brings in data from various sources in ways that

make sense for analysis; �nally, data fusion represents merging multiple sources into one

coherent analysis.

Data-as-a-Service (DaaS): Recent efforts and proposals attempting to ensure data quality

from raw sources for Machine Learning and Arti�cial Intelligence have resulted in the

concept of Data-as-a-Service (DaaS), where users receive data without knowing its source,

hence requiring continuous Data Quality Management processes using Machine learning

models for quality management.

Synthetic Data: Synthetic data or pre-fabricated data is data that has been generated

using a purpose-built mathematical model or algorithm to solve a (set of) data science

task(s).  Synthetic data are meant to imitate real data and reuse it for privacy, ethics, and

overall quality data. Several applications can be supported by synthetic data: Machine

learning for training and privacy and internal business uses like software testing and

training models.   
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AI Trust and Governance
Explainable AI (XAI): A lack of clarity around AI can reduce trust in automated

decisions.  Corporate leaders can use Explainable AI (XAI) to explain AI

recommendations. Popular XAI methods like LIME quickly explain individual AI

predictions via basic models. SHAP more accurately explains predictions using global data

patterns. Companies must train all employees to understand AI outputs and explanations

to fully bene�t from XAI, empowering people to use AI more con�dently. 

Algorithms Governance: Studies are developing guidance for companies and

governments to get AI’s bene�ts while minimizing downsides.  Recent studies have been

focused on healthcare and industry. However, simple processes for responsible AI

governance are needed more broadly. This research area is still exploratory. Leaders need

plain guidelines to govern AI development. A recent white paper released by HM

Guidelines for AI indicates how generative AI requires governance to guarantee high-

quality information, accountability, oversight, and privacy, which is a further step ahead.

We propose a speci�c structure that highlights roles with different levels of responsibility

and accountability. A compelling proposal elaborates on the potential strategies to

consider to validate the results of elaborations through algorithms, their processes, and

XAI. Companies can create oversight to ensure arti�cial intelligence (AI) is used properly,

speci�cally for algorithms. 

Institutional Challenging: Institutions, by creating committees, including AI specialists

and non-executive directors, may establish overarching rules to guide decisions with both

arti�cial intelligence technology and human expertise.

Consultancy Challenging: These challenges may be tackled by external professionals who

utilize critical assessment to produce more substantial and sustainable outcomes through

independent and impartial opinions.

Operational Challenging: These challenges are for the operations staff who watch directly

how the AI systems work on tasks. They can run checks and raise issues about problems to

rectify algorithms and improve them through an escalation process, but they don’t
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intervene in modifying the algorithms. 

There can also be high-level rules, outside audits, and day-to-day monitoring of the AI.

Working together, these can help make AI accountable and catch problems early. The goal

is to have people with different views in place to develop and use AI responsibly. Our

proposed model requires integration between AI experts, managers, and executives. These

responsibilities are diverse and different before and after the outcomes of AI’s decision-

making processes. The visualization of the possible roles following the algorithms’

governance and auditing is shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: The Roles of AI Experts, Managers, Executives, and Consultants

The Moderating Factors 
Data Culture and Leadership: Establishing a data culture within an organizational culture

is vital in creating successful business strategies, particularly considering start-ups rely

heavily on data from day one.  12, 13



Trust in AI and Machine Learning Outcomes: Using AI and machine learning in business

decisions has bene�ts and risks. AI can improve decision-making, especially regarding

customers and marketing. However, AI could also damage value and privacy and models

might expose private data, be unfair (show bias), or lack interpretability and transparency.

These issues are severe in healthcare. More work is needed to make AI trustworthy and to

balance accuracy, avoiding harm and bias while protecting privacy. Technology cannot just

focus on performance; it needs collaboration to ensure systems are safe, fair, accountable,

and compliant with regulations.  

XAI (Explainable Arti�cial Intelligence): There is no consensus on what makes an AI

explanation valid or valuable. Some research suggests using logical, step-by-step

approaches to build trust in explanations and objective ways to measure explanation

quality.   But critics say more work is needed so AI explanations are accurate, fair, and

genuinely understandable to ordinary people. Overall, explainable AI lacks clear standards

for de�ning and assessing explanations.

Cloud: Using machine learning and AI to make cloud computing more �exible for

businesses has been researched and studied extensively.  machine learning and AI can

enhance resource management in cloud computing.

The Data Quality Funnel Model
Leaders must take responsibility for the AI technology their companies use, even if it is

unclear who is accountable when machine learning causes harm. Rather than trying to

force accountability despite messy data inputs, �xing problems earlier is more ef�cient.

Carefully checking training data, removing errors, and standardizing inconsistencies

builds trust in AI systems while avoiding extra work later. Putting good data practices

naturally enables accountable AI systems down the road. Clean data �owing into

algorithms pays forward accountability. Therefore, different ideas, good data management,

and responsible AI reinforce each other.
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Figure 2: The Data Quality Funnel Model

In the following table, the integration between data quality and accountability is shown:

Table 1: Data Quality and Accountability



In Conclusion
This article shows how vital good data is for companies making choices and plans in our

tech world. As AI and data become more critical to businesses, ensuring the data used in AI

systems is correct and secure is challenging. This paper gives a way to manage these

issues - the Data Quality Funnel Model. This model lays out steps to check data is reliable,

easy to access, and safe before using it to guide major choices. Clearly showing how to

check data at each point helps avoid mistakes or problems. Using this model lets

businesses apply AI well to keep up with the competition. The Data Quality Funnel Model

�lls a gap by showing companies how to handle data troubles posed by new tech. This

model gives clear guidance on preparing quality data for strategy and choices that are

current real business needs. By lighting the way for accuracy, our proposal displays a route

for success in navigating the intricate, tech-driven business world today.
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